IV European Congress of Analytical Psychology

Bridging the Familiar and the Unfamiliar in the Europe of today
Cultural and Clinical Perspectives

Avignon, August 30 - September 2, 2018
Available also as a WebConference

www.jungeuropeancongress.org

The congress is available to the members and trainees of IAAP Societies. It is also available to psychoanalysts, psychotherapists and students after agreeing its confidentiality clause.
Plenaries

**Opening conference**

Amy Cohen-Varela, psychoanalyst, Chairperson of Mind and Life Europe, France

Michel Bitbol, Philosopher, Director of Research at the CNRS (National Center for Scientific Research), France

**Inventing the Enemy**

Yehuda Abramovitch, IIJP, Israel

**Archetypal Dynamics of Propaganda and Conspiracy Theories.**

Vladislav Solc, C.G.J. Institute Chicago, USA

**From which archetypal energies does colonisation emerge?**

Mariette Mignet, SFPA, France

**Models of Training in Developing Groups: Creative or Bureaucratic?**

Jan Wiener, SAP, UK

**If the master was a woman... Bridging the East and the West, the Past and the Future, the Inner and the Outer.**

Maria Aydemir, IM, Poland; Daria Engel, IM, Russia; Mirosław Giza, IM, Poland; Anna Kazakova, IM, Russia; Iuliia Kobzieva, IM, Ukrainia; Anna Kazakova, IM, Russia; Maria Łokaj, IM, Poland; Marko Vuković, IM, Serbia

**Facing the waves.**

Chiara Tozzi, AIPA, Italy

**Confronting Bluebeard: totalitarian regimes in childhood and in the collective psyche.**

Vladimir Tsivinsky, RSAP, Russia; Susanna Wright, SAP, UK
Performance (Thursday evening)

*The Analyst and the Rabbi.*

*Murray Stein* AGAP, Switzerland (author)
*Henry Abramovitch* IIJP, Israel (author)
*Barbara Miller* NAAP, Netherlands (music)
*Paul Brutsche* SGAP, Switzerland (actor)
*John Hill* AGAP, Switzerland (actor)
*Dariane Pictet* AGAP, UK (actor)

A discussion with the authors and the troupe will be available during a breakout on Friday afternoon.

BreakOut Sessions & posters

Twenty-four BreakOut Sessions (50 presentations) will be held in the afternoons, on Friday and Saturday. The definitive program will be available at the beginning of May 2018. Some posters will also be presented.

Members’ Gala

The members’ gala will be held on Friday evening. If you wish to present your performance, please email to *chair@jungeuropeancongress.org*.

Gala Dinner

The gala dinner is planned on Saturday evening, with a mini cruise of an hour and a half on the Rhone. We will have dinner on the boat during the cruise, and will have music for dancing after.
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Registration
To register go to the Congress’s website: www.jungeuropeancongress.org

Price of the Congress fees are:
- €360 (€290 for the trainees) for early registration, per-15 May 2018
- €400 (€320 for the trainees) for late registration, from-15 May 2018

Price of the WebConference fees are:
- €180 for 1 person and one computer
- €324 for 2 persons and one computer (€162 per person)
- €432 for 3 persons and one computer (€144 per person)
- €504 for 4 persons and one computer (€126 per person)
- €540 for 5 persons and one computer (€108 per person)
- ≥6 persons and one computer: contact us (chair@jungeuropeancongress.org)

Language
Translation in the official IAAP’s languages and Russian should be available on your computer, tablet or smartphone for the plenaries and some of the breakouts.